REAL PROGRESS, REALLY QUICKLY

Caddington Village School has been involved with the development and trial of the Number.fy app from its very early days and is seeing some real impact on learning. We have a class set of Android smart phones (30 Orange San Francisco 1 and 2 phones) and a subscription with Flurrish for 240 pupils – so a total cost of under £3,500.

Last year we used the phones and app daily with two Year 4 classes and about three times a week with Year 6 in the run up to SATs. As well as seeing a marked improvement in their times table knowledge, we saw pupils’ confidence grow – and we saw them having FUN doing maths! They were keen to improve their scores, to play, to learn – they genuinely wanted to know what mistakes they had made and then shared techniques to help each other to remember ‘sticky’ times tables.

Meanwhile, teachers had a wealth of data instantly available and easily accessible - in a couple of mouse clicks they were able to see how many pupils in their class didn’t know what 7x8 was (or any other question). This is what makes the Number.fy app really special - knowing who those pupils were, what answer they had entered (instead of 56) and exactly how long it had taken them to answer it... that’s a lot of very useful information for very little effort!

Currently, our Year 2 pupils are using the phones daily, with two classes sharing the class set. They play for up to ten minutes a day – either all together as a ‘starter’ to their numeracy activity, or just when they have a few minutes free in their day. The graphs below illustrate the progress of one of the classes; on the 11th September they answered 57% of their tables correctly (mostly focussing on 1x and 2x tables). By December 19th they answered 89% correctly – but are now recalling answers from across the full range of times tables.

September 11th 2013

[Graph showing progress]

December 19th 2013

Questions answered: 448 Correct (%): 88.6
We have seen real progress, cost effectiveness and fun learning for our pupils - coupled with easily accessible and detailed data for teachers that is fed straight back into lessons. This impacts immediately on the teaching and learning of maths.
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These stats are relevant to the graph above:

- Questions answered: 1440
- Correct (%): 92.96

Lowest number of questions played: Harry Morgan (24, of which 20 were correct), averaging 3.96 seconds per question

Highest number of questions played: Emily Ralph (248, of which 247 were correct), averaging 3.23 seconds per question

The following section lists the frequency of incorrect answers for the results graphed above. Click on a square below to list the most frequent answers given for that question: